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Kuwait Approves Anti-Commercial
Fraud Law

KUWAIT - Prime Minister of Kuwait approved the Federal Law No. 20 of 2019 regarding
anti-commercial fraud. The new law has been published in the Official Gazette and has
come into force in Kuwait.
The new legislation brings more hefty penalties and new definitions which effectively
and robustly combat fraud, including fraud relating to Intellectual Property.
The law brought many positive developments and features, as it meant to step up efforts
to fight fraud and trade in fake goods. It provides the authorities with the right to request
all information, documents and invoices related to the counterfeit goods, and traders are
obliged to comply with such requests.
The new law is considered a positive step towards IP enforcement framework in Kuwait,
and is expected to boost protection mechanisms which reflects the country’s commitment
to provide businesses and brand owners with a competitive environment.
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Egypt: Parliament Initially Approves
Amendments to Investment Law

CAIRO – Egypt’s House of Representatives (the lower house of the parliament) chaired
by Ali Abdel Aal) has initially approved new amendments to the Investment Law
promulgated by Law No. 72 of 2017.
The objective of the new amendments drafted by the government is to address problems
and challenges on the ground, said Minister of Investment Sahar Nasr who attended the
session of the Economic Committee of the Parliament.
“The goal of the amendments is to invest in the neediest provinces and improve the standard
of living of citizens, and diversity in the sources of growth nationwide,” Nasr said.
The Minister noted that the amendments to Articles 11-13 aim at granting incentives for
expansions of existing investment projects in accordance with the rules and conditions
to be determined by a decision of the Council of Ministers.
“The newly-added conditions include the establishment of new production lines or products,
and creating new business opportunities with an increase in the capital,” she stated.
“The second amendment relates to imposing new fees in exchange for ratification of
contract signatures of the companies, regardless of the investment system subject to it,”
the Minister added.
Nasr praised a new article in the Investment Law stipulating that the General Authority
for Investment shall calculate the foreign inflows and foreign direct investment in order
to reach accurate figures on the volume of investment.
The Parliament Speaker Abdel Aal emphasized the importance of these amendments
in attracting more investments to Egypt, referring to the global competition in the field
of investment.
Source: Egypt Today
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Ukrainian Official Language Required
for Product Labeling and Advertising

KIEV- The new Ukrainian language law,
which enters into force on July 16, 2019, will
require the use of the Ukrainian language
in product labeling and advertising, with
the exception of trademarks, which, if in
a foreign language, will not need to be
translated into Ukrainian.
Product Names and Product Information

•
•
•
•
•
•

content, warning on use, if required by
the law;
Notice on GMO content;
Pricing information;
Date of production;
Storage conditions;
Warranty;
Terms of efficient and safe use of the
product;
Expiration date and information on the
disposal of the expired product;
Name and address of the manufacturer
and seller;
Information on the entity responsible for
receiving consumers’ complaints and the
warranty service.

Art. 30 of the law sets a requirement for
manufacturers and sellers in Ukraine to
provide consumers with information on
goods and services in the official language
– Ukrainian. Providing this information in
another language is allowed, but the scope of
information provided in a foreign language
cannot exceed the scope of information
provided in the Ukrainian language.

•

• Product name and brand name;
• Main product characteristics (weight,
volume);
• Terms of use;
• Information on harmful substance

At the same time, Art. 42 of the language
law guarantees the right to use a trademark
as it is registered in Ukraine, i.e. it does
not require translation of trademarks into
Ukrainian.

•
•

This information must be printed in the
Ukrainian language on the product packaging,
The type of information that must always be or in case the packaging contains information
provided in Ukrainian is set forth in Art. 15 in a language other than Ukrainian, a sticker
of the consumer protection law and includes with the information in the Ukrainian
language must be placed on it.
the following:
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Assuming that their brands are registered as trademarks in Ukraine, the main implication
for trademark holders is that, if in a foreign language, their product names must also be
either registered as trademarks in Ukraine, or translated into Ukrainian and then either
printed on the packaging or placed on a sticker label along with the rest of the abovementioned information.
The Language of Advertising
Art. 32 of the language law also establishes Ukrainian as the principal language of
advertising in Ukraine. Besides the mentioned trademark exception under Art. 42, another
exception allows press and television advertising in one of the official languages of the
European Union, if published or aired by foreign broadcasters.
Addressing Non-Compliance
In case of non-compliance, a warning notice will be issued and an opportunity given
to remedy the breach within 30 days (Art. 57 of the language law). In case of a second
breach in the course of a year, the law prescribes a fine in the amount of approximately
EUR 200 (USD 225).
The law provides for the establishment of the Office of the Special Envoy responsible
for ensuring compliance with each rule. This will be a completely new institution in
Ukraine, whose head will be appointed by the Ukrainian Government. However, it
remains to be seen how the law will be implemented and enforced.
Source: PETOŠEVIĆ
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Protection of Trade Secrets in
Technology Transfer Contracts
Negotiations Stage
By: Dr. Nida’ N. Goussous
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal

Transferring Technology, whether locally
or internationally, incorporates the transfer
of patented works on one hand and trade
secrets on the other hand.
Industrial innovative ideas can be protected
either as patented works, if eligible for this
protection through obtaining a patent which
grants its owner the exclusivity right over his
patented invention for a certain period of time
as provided under the relevant jurisdiction,
accordingly the invention will be disclosed
to the public or kept as a trade secret if the
owner wishes to keep the technology as a
secret by not disclosing the same to the public
through obtaining a patent or if such idea is
not eligible for patent protection, such as the
know-how of industrial operations, by that
the right of exclusivity is concluded from the
duty of confidentiality.
Negotiations stage usually precedes the
concluding of the technology transfer
contract. During this stage, the transferor
of technology will be obliged to disclose the
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trade secrets in relation to the technology,
wholly or partially, to the recipient as trade
secrets in this type of contracts are ranked as
more important than patents. In light of that,
it is crucial to raise the recipient’s awareness
regarding the obligation of confidentiality of
the secret information in order to maintain its
secrecy in an attempt to maintain the business
in the market, especially if the negotiations
did not lead the parties to eventually sign
the technology transfer contract.
Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs)
are the legal instrument to provide legal
organization for the negotiations stage to
illustrate the mutual obligation of both
parties, particularly the confidentiality
obligation, rather than keeping such
obligations to be governed by the general
rules of law which will burden both parties
to prove their obligations and rights.
Developed countries are in most cases the
transferor of technology in technology
transfer contracts, while developing
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countries are the recipients thereto. This
means that the former will be the disclosing
party in such NDAs and will impose the
obligations in relation to confidentiality on
the later. The trend of developed countries
in this context is to widen the scope of
protection against developing countries
in an aim to provide the widest scope of
protection regarding confidentiality of the
disclosed information, though this trend
might restrict the recipient in the future and
widen his liability.
Three points must be taken into account
while drafting an NDA for the negotiations
stage in a technology transfer contract to
keep the balance between parties, as follows:
• The scope of confidentiality regarding
the secret information:
The determination of the information -subject
matter- of the confidentiality obligation is
one of the most important issues in NDAs
related to technology transfer contracts.
Thereby, information received orally shall
not be subject to confidentiality but only
documented information in writing, since
this will avoid both parties the dilemma
of proving the information –subject of
confidentiality. Also, the acceptable medium
of receiving the confidential information
must be also determined, such as email,
facsimile or postage, etc.
Additionally, it is essential to determine
precisely the information excluded from
the confidentiality obligation, i.e. if such
information which is already in public domain
without breach of the NDA by the recipient,
was known to the receiving party at the time it
is received, disclosed by the recipient upon the
instructions of the disclosing party, ordered to
be disclosed or otherwise handed over by any
court of law, public body, administration or by
the operation of law, or reversely engineered or
independently acquired by the receiving party.
• The scope of confidentiality regarding
the concerned people;
The transferor usually requests the recipient
to have special NDAs with their personnel
who will be in contact with the confidential
information. However, it is recommended
to determine by name the people who will
8
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be exposed to such confidential information
in order to limit the circle of liability.
On the other hand, it is also recommended
to determine the contact person(s) of the
disclosing party in order to limit the scope
of liability, whereby the responsible people
regarding the confidential information will
be known for both parties.
In certain cases, the transferor provides
for the liability of the recipient against the
actions for third parties whom are not parties
in the NDA. In such cases, the recipient shall
not accept such term in the NDA signed in
the negotiations stage.
• The scope of confidentiality regarding
the term of protection
The disclosing party in such NDAs usually
provides that the obligation of confidentiality
shall survive to an unlimited term. This
obligation, although is considered to be
acceptable in certain circumstances, should
at the same time be limited to the narrowest
bounds, for a simple reason that the subject of
such NDAs is technology and related matters
thereto which is in continuous development,
thereby imposing an obligation of unlimited
term of confidentiality might complicate this
obligation and burden the recipient to prove
that no breach of this obligation has occurred if
a third party reached a similar technology after
the date of the NDA by reverse engineering.
Accordingly, it is recommended to determine
a certain period of time for keeping the
confidentiality of the secret information
unless the respective information is qualified
due to its importance to be highly protected
to an unlimited period of time, though this
term must be decided on a case-by-case basis.
Raising the legal awareness of developing
countries regarding the drafting of technology
transfer contracts is a crucial matter which
must be sustained and updated in light of
the current international trends in order to
be able to reach a point where developing
countries stand in an equal footing with
developed countries or at least preserve
their legal rights without compromising
their rights due to lack of awareness and
understanding of the legal terms and their
legal repercussions.
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